FRONTEND DEVELOPER
(HQ Graz | all genders | all levels)

smaXtec offers a unique CLOUD-BASED health monitoring system for dairy cows. By analysing data collected inside the cow using SMART ALGORITHMS & AI APPLICATIONS, smaXtec helps farmers to improve animal health considerably & contributes to a more sustainable dairy industry.

YOU WANT TO
- Programming & Development activities for the Web (React, JavaScript, TypeScript)
- App Development with React Native for iOS & Android
- API Services: Rest APIs (Python, Flask)
- Tooling: Git, GitLab, pipelines, Docker, Node
- Developing projects with your team

YOUR PROFILE
- We are looking for all levels!
- You have a completed technical education (HTL, Telematics, Computer Science, Software Development...) & bring interest in Frontend Development
- You love to perfectly match the UI to the use case, UX is not just an empty shell for you
- You bring a high degree of initiative & the will to contribute and implement your own ideas
- You like to work in a modern technical environment in which you select the appropriate technologies & tools to achieve solutions yourself
- You bring excellent technical understanding & organizational talent as well as very good English and/or German skills

OUR OFFER
- Agile collaboration in combination with the dynamics & freedom of an international Scale Up
- Free drinks, subsidy for the annual "Öff" ticket, food subsidy, as well as …
- ... an amazing & modern office in the Data House at the TU Inffeld Campus, but also the possibility to work partly from home
- We offer a transparent salary package (annual gross and full-time basis):
  - HTL degree and ongoing relevant bachelor’s or master’s studies: from EUR 37,800.00
  - Completed relevant Master’s degree or equivalent relevant professional experience: from EUR 47,600.00
  - Additionally at least 5 years of relevant professional experience: from EUR 53,200.00

https://www.smaXtec.com